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Abstract: Suppose X and Y are locally compact finite dimensional metric spaces and 
fi X - Y is a map. Then we say that the map f can be realized: in Euclidean space of dimension 
k if there elrist closed embeddingsg:X + k and z: Y -+ Ek a;‘< a Josed map h: Ek * Ek such 
that hg = gf and h IEk \g(X) is a homeom of ‘$\~(XJ onto Ek\g(v). Our main result is that 
closed cell-like maps can be realized. In particui2r we show, for a closed embeddingg:X+ En, how 
to obtain a realization off for k = n + diim Y + 1. This yields an extension theorem for cell-like 
maps on closed subsets X of Euclidean sp-ice, where we require that the extension be a horneo- 
morphism on the complement of X, Some: ap cations are givzn in shape theoxy, the prim&y 
of which is that cell-like maps on finite dimensional EJetric compacta jie shape preserving. As 
a tool, we use the notion of comphztely regular mappings as applied to upper semicontiriuous 
decompositions of manifolds. Some of th:: results obtaic-ed here may be of interest in their own 
right. 
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From Theorem 11 we obtain the following “Vietoris-type” theorem. 
It is roughly the analog of the result t,hat iFf:X -w Y is a cell-like map 
of locally compact finite-dimensional AWL’s and U C Y is open, then 
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